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Introduction

I would like to learn what color of light is the easiest to hide? I am interested 
in this because when hunting you have to move in the dark without being seen. I 
plan to test: with a downward pointed angle which color between red, blue, green, 
and white light is the easiest to hide from human eyes?



Research Question & Hypothesis/Prediction

When I was researching, I found: Visible light waves consist of different 
wavelengths (the color of visible light depends on its wavelength), the retina of 
our eyes contain two types of photoreceptors (rods and cones), cones detect 
color but only when the light is bright enough.  Lumens measure how bright a 
light is, and more lumens equals a brighter light.

If I test 4 different lights (red, blue , green, white) then red will be the easiest 
to hide.



Procedures

Materials:

● Red, blue, green, white light
● 3 volunteers
● Onxmaps
● Notepad (for data)
● Person to shine light

Procedures:

1. Person shines blue light down
2. Volunteer moves away from the light 

until he/she can’t see it any more
3. Volunteer plots were they were on 

Onxmaps 
4. Repeat with red, green, and white light
5. Repeat steps 1-4 with 2 other 

volunteers
6. Put data on slides
7. Find average distance



Results

Participants Blue Light Red Light Green Light White Light

Participant 1 200.1 yards 283.2 yards 293 yards 423 yards 

Participant 2 268.9 yards 423.2 yards 248.2 yards 427.6 yards

Participant 3 581.8 yards 601.5 yards 446.2 yards 555.5 yards

Average 350.26 yards 535.26 yards 329.19 yards 468.7 yards



Results (Averages) 

The blue light was able to 
be seen 350.26 yards 
away from the light.

Blue Light

The red light was able to 
be seen 535.26 yards 
away from the light.

Red Light

Person saying 
stop to the 
driver when 
they couldn’t 
see the light.



Results (Averages)

The green light was able               
to be seen 329.19 yards 

away from the light.

Green Light

The white light was able 
to be seen 468.7 yards 

away from the light.

White Light



Discussion

According to the results, the green light is the easiest to hide out of blue, red, 
green, and white colored light. This means my hypothesis (red light will be the 
easiest to hide) was incorrect. In situations where it is best to have low visibility, 
a green light would be best.  If you are wanting to be more visible, you should use 
red light.



Conclusion

In conclusion, the green light was the easiest to hide and my hypothesis was 
incorrect. Next I might try a different color of light. I learned that red lights are 
brighter than white lights.
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